
MAQ Software delivers innovative software solutions to Fortune 500 companies, using 

agile engineering techniques to accelerate initiatives. This empowers our customers to 

drive transformative changes across various industries such as technology, retail, energy, 

and healthcare.    

 

Our expertise includes Data Analytics, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), 

Data Modernization, Reporting & Visualization, Business Applications, Modern Apps, 

and Cloud Services. Our focused expertise enables our clients to build stronger customer 

relationships, drive sales, and identify new opportunities.  

 

As a Microsoft Premier Supplier and Solution Partner for over 2 decades, we were named 

the Microsoft Power BI Partner of the Year in 2021 and hold 6 specializations. Companies 

must pass rigorous evaluations and assessments for each specialization awarded, serving 

as a testament to our expertise. 
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Our Services

Consulting 
services

We provide expert guidance 
and support to help you 
navigate the complexities of 
Azure OpenAI 
implementation and unlock 
its full potential.

Industry-specific 
solutions

We use Azure OpenAI to 
tailor solutions that 
effectively address the 
unique challenges and 
requirements of various 
sectors.

Custom OpenAI 
solutions

Our experts collaborate 
with you to design, develop, 
and deploy OpenAI models 
and systems that meet your 
needs.

Security and 
privacy consulting

We enhance trust and 
confidence by identifying 
vulnerabilities, 
implementing security, and 
ensuring compliance.



Expertise in Azure OpenAI 

Improved productivity: OpenAI improves productivity by automating tasks, providing intelligent decision-making 

support, and optimizing workflows. 

 

Accelerated innovation: OpenAI advanced AI research and development fosters innovation, empowering organizations 

to gain a competitive edge. 

 

Scalable and flexible solutions: OpenAI ensures flexibility and scalability in implementation by handling large volumes 

of data and adapting to diverse business needs. 

 

Cost optimization: OpenAI actively reduces operational costs, improves resource allocation, and reduces costs by 

automating tasks and optimizing processes.
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With our deep expertise in the platform, we actively assist customers in implementing various use cases of Azure OpenAI. 

These use cases include integrating OpenAI with virtual assistants, performing document classification with virtual assistants, 

developing sales assistant solutions, and more. 

 

Key advantages of using OpenAI:  


